CC09 COLLECTION

CHILOSOiphy

CONFETTI!

CC09 COLLECTION
Bold, happy and bright — *Confetti* sparks joy! Our structured signature pieces take on a bright palette, showered in colourful subtleties. We want you to feel creative and energized in this collection. Soft denim and contrasting bright smooth poplin fabric is highlighted with playful hints of handsewn geometric detailing. You deserve to have some fun — clad yourself in *Confetti*. 

“*Confetti* installation on a vintage Pronovias wedding dress”
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ARIANA

Maxi dress with U-shape ruched detail with cord,
Ruched satin straps on the side and
handmade heart studded with metal rings
Poplin

Rs 14,900
ARIELCO

Mid length shirtdress with longer back, round cut Hemline with cutout details at the back and one side pocket with polka dot denim overturn
Poplin

Rs 14,900
DIDO

Soft denim colour block short sleeves jumpsuits with front pockets with zips, lower front and back pockets with star studded with metal rings

Soft White & Blue Denim

Rs 15,900
PAULA

Maxi parachute dress with denim studded straps and crossback ruched details and straps finished off with handmade heart studded with metal rings details

Poplin & Denim

Rs 14,500
Relaxed fit mini dress with oversized ruffle along the neckline, oversized sleeves with polka dot denim lining and confetti details on the side pocket.
Poplin
Rs 15,800
SELENA
Relaxed fit midi shirtdress with rounded hemline and longer back, front tie with cord and confetti details. Oversized pleated shoulder sleeves and colourful cross stitches at the back.
Chambray
Rs 16,000
Camila

Colour block midi dress with long sleeves in denim and pleated skirts, front metal zip opening with colourful stitching on front pleats.

Denim / Poplin

Rs 15,500
Short anti-fit dress with exaggerated flared sleeves in polka dots denim, front zip closing with a large heart detail with stud rings details and colourful stitches along the front pleats.

Polka Dot Denim

Rs 16,900
MIHOCO

Relaxed fit midi shirt dress with rounded hem and longer back, oversized pleated shoulder sleeves and colourful cross weave at the back, completed with oversized pockets and confetti details

Poplin

Rs 16,900
CHILLOSOPHY

JENNIFER

Long shirtdress with full front opening with black matt buttons, front tie on the waist in contrast colour and striped Chambray

Rs 16,900
Relaxed fit colour block long dress in satin and poplin with 3/4 length sleeves and ruched detail completed with front large pockets with confetti detailing.

Satin/Poplin

Rs 16,500
RIHANNA

Mid length kaftan tunic in large stripes with folded sleeves and ruched details fastening, completed with large sticker details Modal

Rs 14,700
Sleeveless dress in polka dot denim with stand round collar and front zip opening. Pleated details on the waist to create an asymmetrical hem completed with a red belt accent and confetti details at the back.

*Polka Dot Denim*

**Rs 14,500**
CARICO

Long striped overcoat dress in large black and white stripes with pop-up collar, ruched red straps at the back, loose flowy large hem and full sleeves with cuff detail, completed with side pockets with confetti detailings.

Poplin

Rs 12,700
DUA

Three tier peplum mid length dress with longer back, round collar with front zip opening, front flap in confetti details and short sleeves folded with polka dot lining

Poplin

Rs 14,500
SHAKIRA

Relaxed fit mid length dress with ruched details along the waist, short sleeves with contrast colour lining, confetti details on the side waist and collar

Poplin

Rs 13,500
ALICIA

Relaxed fit mid length shirtdress with long sleeves with polka dot folded cuff details, large front pockets with stitch details, ruched straps detail on the side with handmade heart detail

Poplin

Rs 14,500
TORI

Crisp white shirt with black cord detail along the collar and cuff, large heart detail at the back with metal studs
Viscose
Rs 8,800
JACKSON

Culotte pants with front flap details along the waist with elastic detail at the back, box pleats all around with large side pockets
Poplin

Rs 9,900
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CELINE

Colour block relaxed fit dress with rounded hem line, large front lower pockets and contrast chest pockets with handmade star detail with metal rings.

Poplin

Rs 11,500
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